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ABSTRACT: Orientation birefringence and its wavelength dispersion in blends of cellulose acetate propionate (CAP) and aromatic

additive molecules having various alkyl chains were investigated, in order to evaluate the effect of the chemical structure on the

optical properties. We found that the additive improved the orientation birefringence of CAP, meaning that the additive orienta-

tion is parallel to CAP chains via the “nematic interaction (NI)” reflecting the intermolecular orientation correlation. The NI

strength was evaluated by using a theory concerning the molecular orientation. The result demonstrates that the alkyl chain length

in the additive molecule strongly affects the orientation correlation. Although the intrinsic birefringence monotonically decreases

with the alkyl chain length, the NI strength shows the highest value between the additive with propionyl group and CAP. From the

result, the contribution of birefringence from the aromatic molecule, which is determined by the intrinsic birefringence and orien-

tation function, needs to be considered to design the optical films with high performances. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl.

Polym. Sci. 130: 3465–3472, 2013
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INTRODUCTION

For optical applications to liquid crystal and organic electro

luminescence displays, birefringence is one of the most

important optical properties. When a polymer film is uni-

axially drawn above a glass transition temperature (Tg), an

orientation birefringence, Dn, is induced as well as a stress,

r, due to the chain orientation.1 Dn is represented by the

difference between two refractive indices, nk and n? in the

directions parallel and perpendicular to the stretching

direction.

Dn5nk2n? (1)

For most of amorphous polymers, r is proportional to Dn since

both properties are associated with the orientation of the chain

segment.1

Dn5Cr (2)

Here, C is the stress-optical coefficient, which is determined

from repeating units of polymers. This relation is called the

stress-optical rule (SOR). Since Dn is related to polarizability

anisotropy of the chain segment, general polymers having

aromatic groups such as polystyrene (PS) and polycarbonate

show high values of Dn.

Cellulose derivatives are expected as the eco-friendly materials

for the various applications due to the biomass resources.2–11

Particularly, cellulose esters have been studied so far for the

application to optical films due to their alternative properties

such as heat resistance and transparency.10–15 Retardation films,

which are one of optical films, have to be improved for the

optical devices such as stereo (3D) and organic electro-

luminescence (EL) displays since thin films is required for the

weight saving of optical devices.15,16 Especially, the retardation

film with less than 50 lm has been desired as a quarter wave-

plate, so that its birefringence should be improved to at least 5

3 1023 at 400 nm of wavelength. In order to produce the opti-

cal films with high performances, various techniques such as

blending with other polymers17,18 or small molecules,19–21

copolymerization,22–24 and sheet piling25 have been studied.

Among these techniques, the addition of small molecules is rela-

tively easier due to good miscibility with polymers than the

others: for the polymer blending and copolymerization, the

combination of species is limited. For the lamination, the
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thermal expansion mismatch between polymer sheets restricts

the temperature range of use.

By using the model of the statistical segment approach26, the

orientation birefringence Dn is given as,

Dn5
2p
9

ðn12Þ2

n

qNA

Mseg

Da
3hcos 2hi21

2

� �
(3)

Here, n, q, and NA are refractive index, density, and Avogadro’s

number. Mseg and Da are molecular weight and polarizability

anisotropy of chain segment for the oriented polymers, and h is

the average angle between the segment and stretching direction.

Therefore, as predicted by eq. (3), Dn can be improved by

increasing the polarizability anisotropy of the polymers, such as,

by introducing aromatic group.

Tagaya et al.19 reported that a small amount of rod-like mole-

cules having large electric polarizability anisotropy can deny the

negative Dn of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). According

to them, Dn is controlled by only the concentration of the ani-

sotropic molecules in the PMMA matrix. Abd Manaf et al.21

also found that tricresyl phosphate (TCP) improves Dn of cellu-

lose ester films. These results suggest that the rod-like molecule

and TCP orient parallel to the chain segments of matrix poly-

mers due to the intermolecular orientation coupling which is

called as the nematic interaction (NI) by Doi et al.27

Since the NI works between intra-molecules (polymer segments

or additive) and inter-molecules (polymer segment-additive) in

the blends as represented in Figure 1, molecular orientation of

the components affects each other. Nobukawa et al.16,28 investi-

gated the intrinsic birefringence, Dn0, which is Dn for perfectly

oriented polymers and reflects the polarizability anisotropy, in

PS/aromatic additive blends by using the NI theory, and eval-

uated the orientation coupling. They also found that the long

axis of the additive strengthens the intermolecular NI in the

blends. However, this conclusion disagrees with the result of

Tagaya et al., because the birefringence is determined by only

Dn0. According to Doi et al. and Nobukawa et al., Dn in blends

of polymers or polymer/additive is associated with intra- and

inter-molecular NIs as well as the intrinsic birefringence reflect-

ing the polarizability anisotropy. Hence, in order to improve Dn

of CAP by using additive molecules, the effect of the chemical

structure on the NI and Dn0 has to be investigated. For this

purpose, this article discusses the effect of the alkyl chain length

of the aromatic compounds as the additives on Dn of CAP.

Because the additives are oligomers composed of a repeating

unit, the molecular weight dependence on the two parameters is

examined.

EXPERIMENTAL

Samples

Cellulose acetate propionate (CAP, Figure 2) used in this study

was produced by Eastman Chemical Company (Kingsport,

Tennessee). The weight-average and number-average molecular

weights (Mw and Mn) of CAP were 2.1 3 105 and 7.7 3 104,

respectively, determined by a gel-permeation-chromatography

(GPC, HLC-8020 Tosoh, Japan) with TSK-GEL
VR

GMHXL using

PS as a standard sample. Degrees of substitution for acetyl and

propionyl groups per a pyranose unit of CAP are 0.19 and 2.58,

respectively.

Seven types of aromatic compounds (CmPh, Figure 2) were syn-

thesized from alkane diol and dimethyl terephthalate. The num-

bers of carbon in the alkyl chain (m) are 2, 3, 5, 6, and 9. The

number-average molecular weight and the melting temperature

of the additives are summarized in Table I. CAP and CmPh with

various weight ratios were mixed in a molten state by a 60 cc

batch-type internal mixer (Labo-plastmil, Toyoseiki, Japan) at

Figure 1. Schematic representation of orientation correlation between additive molecule and polymer chains. The additive orients along the main chain

of the matrix polymer due to a NI associated with the orientation correlation.

Figure 2. Chemical structures of (A) CAP and (B) aromatic ester com-

pounds with various lengths of alkyl chain (CmPh).
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200�C for 6 min. The blade rotation speed was 30 rpm. In

order to prevent hydrolysis degradation and trans-esterification,

CAP was dried in vacuo at 80�C for 2 hbefore the melt-mixing.

After kept in vacuum oven at room temperature for one day,

the blend samples were compressed to make sheets with a thick-

ness of 200 lm at 200�C for 5 min under 10 MPa by a

compression-molding machine (Table-type-test press SA-303-I-

S, Tester Sangyo, Japan) and were subsequently cooled down at

25�C for 5 min.

Measurements

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) for CAP/CmPh blend

(100/10 wt/wt) films was performed to measure tensile stor-

age and loss moduli (E0 and E00, respectively) at 10 Hz as a

function of temperature by using a tensile oscillatory rheome-

ter (DVE-E4000, UBM, Japan) from 25 to 180�C with a heat-

ing rate of 2 �C min21. A hot-stretching test for the films

was carried out with various strain rates from 0.01 to 0.1 s21

by using a tensile drawing machine (DVE-3, UBM, Japan).

The stretching temperature was determined from the DMA

data, where the tensile modulus is 10 MPa at 10 Hz. The

films were immediately quenched by cold air blowing after

stretching to avoid relaxation of molecular orientation. The

stretched samples were kept in a humidic chamber (IG420,

Yamato, Japan) at 25�C and 50% RH for one day in order to

ignore the moisture effect on the optical properties as previ-

ously reported.29 The birefringence of the drawn films was

measured as a function of wavelength by using an optical

birefringence analyzer (KOBRA-WPR, Oji Scientific Instru-

ments, Japan). The details of the optical system are explained

in other paper.15

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Additives on Dynamic Mechanical Property of CAP

Figure 3(A,B) shows temperature dependence of dynamic ten-

sile modulus at 10 Hz for CAP and CAP/additive blends. In

Figure 3(A), the storage modulus E0 of the blends started to

decrease from lower temperature than that of CAP. The result

suggests that the additives act as a plasticizer for CAP, since

the drop of E0 reflects the glass-to-rubber transition. In this

study, a glass transition temperature (Tg) of the samples is

defined as a peak temperature of loss modulus E00, shown in

Figure 3(B), which corresponds to a relaxation. The results

summarized in Table II represent that degrees of the plasticiza-

tion by the additives are similar although the melting points

are not same as shown in Table I. Moreover, the a peak of E00

for the blends is wider than that for CAP, representing that

the distribution of relaxation times for CAP becomes broader

by addition of CmPh.

In Figure 3(B), the secondary b relaxation in all systems is

also observed around 60�C. For cellulose acetate, b relaxation

is observed near the room temperature and is assigned as

local motion of small structural units.30 The intensity of b
relaxation peak increases by the additives while the peak posi-

tion shifts to lower temperature. The results indicate that the

additives having a large free volume activate the local motion

including a wobbling or twisting fluctuation of pyranose units

Table I. Molecular Weight (Mn), Melting Point (Tm), and Intrinsic Bire-

fringence (Dn0) of Additives

Code ma Mn
b Tm /

�
Cc Dn0

d

C2Ph 2 532 249 0.114

C2Ph-L 2 477 243 0.114

C3Ph 3 560 72 0.0837

C5Ph 5 650 65 0.0673

C5Ph-H 5 1129 101 0.0673

C6Ph 6 720 68 0.0606

C9Ph 9 860 71 0.0444

a Number of carbon atom in the alkyl group.
b Estimated by GPC using standard polystyrene.
c Determined by DSC.
d Calculated with molecular dynamics simulation.

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of tensile (A) storage and (B) loss

moduli (E0 and E00) for bulk CAP, and CAP/additive blends with the

weight ratio of 100/10 wt/wt. The oscillatory frequency is 10 Hz and heat-

ing rate is 2 �C min21.
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in CAP. This is reasonable as follows. In general, the small

additives plasticize the glassy polymers with increasing the

free volume related to the segmental motion. With increasing

the free volume, the amplitude of the local motion for b
relaxation becomes larger. However, we think that the seg-

ment structure reflecting the birefringence does not change by

the additives because the uniaxial tensile test was carried out

above Tg where the b relaxation completes.

In general, miscibility in polymer blends can be qualitatively

discussed from the dynamic mechanical property as shown

in Figure 3(A,B). No extra peak except a and b relaxations

is observed in the figures, resulting that the additives,

CmPh, in this experiment is well mixed with CAP matrix

on the molecular level owing to the lower molecular

weight.

Orientation Birefringence vs. Additive Compounds

A tensile strain induces the orientation of polymer chains

and consequently the orientation birefringence, Dn, is gener-

ated. By using the Hermans orientation function of the

chain, F, which represents the degree of orientation, Dn is

given by,

Dn5Dn0F (4)

where Dn0 is an intrinsic birefringence which is determined by

a polarizability anisotropy in the repeating unit.31

The additives in the blends are not responsible for the stress

because of the low molecular weight. In contrast, the additive

orientation can contribute to Dn of the blends. Therefore, eq.

(2) is modified as follows,

rblend5rCAP (5)

Dnblend5DnCAP1Dnadd

5CCAPrCAP1Dnadd

(6)

Assuming that the stress-optical coefficient for CAP, CCAP, does

not change by the additives, DnCAP in the blends will be the

same with that in the bulk when the same level of r is

obtained.

According to the Boltzmann superposition principle, the tensile

stress at time t during a uniaxial drawing, r (t) is given by

eq. (7).

rðtÞ5
ðt

21
Eðt2sÞ e

� ðsÞds (7)

Here, E is Young’s relaxation modulus and _e is a tensile strain

rate. When the same strain is applied, viscoelastic materials hav-

ing the same value of Young’s modulus will show a similar

stress, that is, the same degree of orientation function of the

matrix polymer. Following this idea, the drawing temperature

(Tdraw) was chosen at which the tensile storage modulus, E0, is

10 or 100 MPa in Figure 3(A). The values of Tdraw are shown in

Table II.

Figure 4(A,B) shows stress–strain curves of the CAP and CAP

blend films with an engineering strain rate of 0.05 s21. The

stress in each figure is almost same for all samples, suggesting

that the chain orientation of CAP, FCAP, can be regarded to be

Table II. Glass Transition Temperature (Tg) and Drawing Temperature

(Tdraw) for CAP and CAP/Additive Blends with a Weight Ratio of 100/10

Tdraw (�C)b

Additive Tg
a E0 5 10 MPa 100 MPa

– 146 163 152

C2Ph 119 148 127

C2Ph-L 116 148 125

C3Ph 110 150 127

C5Ph 110 151 127

C5Ph-H 116 153 133

C6Ph 114 152 128

C9Ph 114 155 132

a Defined to be a peak temperature of E00 in DMA data.
b Determined when E0 is 10 or 100 MPa.

Figure 4. Stress–strain curves with the initial draw rate of 0.05 s21 for

CAP and CAP/additive blends (100/10 wt/wt) at two draw temperatures

where E0 are 10 and 100 MPa.
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similar as predicted from eqs. (2) and (3). The tensile test at

the high Tdraw (E0 5 10 MPa) exhibits the rubber-like stress–

strain behavior without yield point. On the other hand, the ten-

sile test at the low Tdraw (E0 5 100 MPa) shows the yield behav-

ior due to the presence of glassy stress. According to Inoue

et al.,32 the SOR is not applicable for the tensile stretching near

Tg because the glassy stress having the different C should be

considered to Dn.

Wavelength dispersions of Dn for CAP and the blends at two

Tdraw are shown in Figure 5. CAP has positive birefringence and

extraordinary wavelength dispersion: birefringence increases

with wavelength. General polymers show the ordinary disper-

sion, that is, the birefringence decreases with the wavelength.

Yamaguchi et al.15 concluded that the extraordinary wavelength

dispersion is originated from the contributions of two ester

groups in CAP. In Figure 5, at both stress levels, the stretched

films of CAP/CmPh blends excepting C9Ph represent higher Dn

than that of CAP. The reduction of Dn in CAP/C9Ph blend is

due to the intramolecular orientation correlation of CAP chains

as discussed in next section. Furthermore, the wavelength

dependence becomes weaker in the presence of the additives.

Since the additive molecules show the ordinary dispersion of

positive birefringence, the change in the wavelength dependence

suggests the additive orientation cooperative with the CAP

chain during the stretching.

Orientation Birefringence and Nematic Interaction in Various

Lengths of Additives

The molecular orientation of CmPh additive enhancing Dn is

due to the NI with CAP chain. The orientation birefringence of

the additives, Dnadd, can be evaluated by using following equa-

tions based on the NI theory.28

Dnblend5DnCAP1Dnadd

5
Dn0

CAPð1–eCAP;CAPÞ
12uCAPeCAP;CAP

� �
uCAPFCAP1Dnadd

(8)

r5rCAP / uCAPFCAP (9)

Here, ei,j is a NI parameter representing orientational correla-

tion of component i in the orientation field of component j

and it takes from 20.5 to 1. The parameter u is the volume

fraction. In eq. (8), uCAPFCAP in the blends is almost the same

with that in the bulk because the tensile stresses are

comparable.

In order to evaluate the NI strength in the blends, we assumed

that the wavelength dispersions of component birefringence,

DnCAP and Dnadd, are not changed by blending. This assump-

tion will be applicable because the wavelength dispersion is

determined by the absorption wavelength reflecting the chemical

structure.15 As a result, Dn of the blends was separated into

DnCAP and Dnadd. Figure 6 shows DnCAP at various composi-

tions in CAP/C2Ph as an example. DnCAP decreases with

increasing the weight fraction of additives, meaning that the

total birefringence of the blend will decrease without the addi-

tive birefringence. For instance, Dn of CAP/C9Ph is lower than

Figure 5. Wavelength dependence of orientation birefringence for CAP

and CAP/additive blends (100/10 wt/wt) drawn at two temperature where

E0 is 10 and 100 MPa.

Figure 6. Birefringence of CAP in blends with C2Ph at various weight

fractions. The broken and solid lines represent the calculated results from

the NI theory in eq. ((8)) with eCAP,CAP 5 0 and 0.7, respectively.
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that of bulk CAP in Figure 5(A), suggesting that Dnadd of C9Ph

is negligibly small.

The relationship for CAP component in eq. (8) evaluates the

NI strength between CAP–CAP from the DnCAP data. When

the NI between CAP chains is negligible, DnCAP is estimated

as dotted line as shown in the figure by using eq. (8). The

value evaluates the NI strength between CAP chains, eCAP,CAP,

to be 0.7 as represented by the solid line. By comparing the

dotted and solid lines and by applying the eCAP,CAP value to

eq. (8), Dnadd was estimated as shown in Figure 7. At both

temperatures, Dnadd decreases with the carbon number of

alkyl chain. This order qualitatively corresponds to the intrin-

sic birefringence of the additives in Table I. According to the

NI theory, Dnadd is determined by the NI parameters as rep-

resented by,

Dnadd5Dn0
adduaddFadd

5Dn0
adduadd

uCAPeCAP;add

12uCAPeCAP;CAP

� �
FCAP

(10)

Since eCAP,CAP is independent on the additive species, Fadd/FCAP

reflects the intermolecular NI strength, eCAP,add. As shown in

Figure 4, the tensile stresses in the blends were in the same

level, indicating that FCAP will be comparable. Therefore, the

comparison of eCAP,add in the blends can be replaced to that of

Fadd, which is calculated by eq. (3) as represented in Figure 8.

Unlike Dnadd in Figure 7, Fadd does not show the m dependence

excepting m 5 9, suggesting that, in the short length range of

alkyl group, i.e., 2 � m � 6, the orientation coupling in the

blends, eCAP,add, is not strongly dependent on m for the addi-

tives. However, for m � 6, eCAP,add become smaller, especially at

high Tdraw where E0 is 10 MPa. Nobukawa et al.16,28 found that

the orientation coupling of rod-like molecules with matrix

polymers is affected by the chemical structure and the molecu-

lar size/shape reflecting the flexibility. In Figure 8, the similar

result of eCAP,add at high Tdraw was observed owing to the larger

flexibility of CmPh having the longer alkyl chain.

eCAP,add in the blends at low Tdraw is observed to be larger than

that at high Tdraw. Abd Manaf et al.21 found that the orientation

relaxation of the aromatic plasticizer dissolved in CAP after

hot-stretching of the blend films by using simultaneously the

stress and birefringence relaxation measurements. By utilizing a

time–temperature-superposition principle, the lower Tdraw has

the same meaning with the shorter time where the orientation

does not relax so much. For this reason, the orientation of

CmPh at low Tdraw is stronger than that at high Tdraw. In partic-

ular, the orientation relaxation of C9Ph almost completes at

high Tdraw, indicating that the intermolecular NI does not exist

in the CAP/C9Ph blend.

Molecular Weight Dependence on the Nematic Interaction

Actually, the additive molecules used in this study have the

wide distribution of molecular weight owing to the condensa-

tion reaction of alkane diol and dimethyl terephthalate. In order

to discuss the molecular weight dependence on the orientation

coupling in CAP/CmPh blends, the wavelength dispersion of Dn

for two blends with m 5 2 and 5 are shown in Figures 9 and

10. The drawing temperature with high Tdraw was chosen to

avoid the contribution of the glassy stress to the orientation

birefringence as observed at low Tdraw. The effect of C2Ph and

C2Ph-L with lower molecular weight on Dn is compared within

the experimental error in Figure 9. The wavelength dispersions

of Dn in both blends are comparable at the low and high

Tdraw’s, meaning that the difference in molecular weight of the

additive lower than about 600 g mol21 does not affect the inter-

molecular NI with CAP.

Contrary, the effects of C5Ph and C5Ph-H on Dn are compared

in Figure 10. The wavelength dependences of Dn in both blends

are likely similar while Dn with C5Ph-H is obviously larger than

Figure 7. Comparison of orientation birefringence for additives in blend

films after stretching with a draw ratio of 2.0 at two temperatures.

Figure 8. Orientation function (F) of additives in blend films after

stretching with a draw ratio of 2.0 at two temperatures.
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that with C5Ph, representing that C5Ph-H shows the higher ori-

entation parallel to CAP chain. C5Ph-H exhibits the slow orien-

tation relaxation than C5Ph due to the higher molecular weight.

Hence, the higher Dn in CAP/C5Ph-H blend is due to the dif-

ference in the relaxation time, meaning that the intermolecular

NI strength is independent of the molecular weight.

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of alkyl chain length of the aromatic additive, alkyl

terephthalate oligomer (CmPh), on the orientation birefringence

of CAP was examined by measuring the stress and the orienta-

tion birefringence. The birefringence was enhanced by the pres-

ence of CmPh, indicating that the parallel orientation of CmPh

to CAP chain took place. Based on the NI theory previously

introduced, the orientation degree of CmPh in the blends was

estimated from the birefringence data. Form the results it was

found that the NI strength of CmPh with matrix CAP increases

with decreasing the number of carbon, m, in alkyl chain. Partic-

ularly, when m is larger than 6, the NI disappeared.

The orientation birefringence in the blends of CAP and CmPh

having different molecular weights was investigated. The result

represented that the higher molecular weight slightly enhanced

the orientation birefringence in the blends due to the slow

relaxation of the CmPh with higher molecular weight. However,

we think that the intermolecular NI between CmPh and CAP is

independent on the molecular weight studied in this article.

From the obtained results above, in order to enhance the orien-

tation birefringence, the aromatic molecules having the shorter

alkyl chain and higher molecular weight are better because of

the stronger NI strength and the slow relaxation time.
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Figure 9. Wavelength dependence of orientation birefringence for CAP

and CAP/C2Ph blends drawn at two temperatures where E0 is 10 and 100

MPa.

Figure 10. Wavelength dependence of orientation birefringence for CAP

and CAP/C5Ph blends drawn at two temperatures where E0 is 10 and 100

MPa.
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